
Nothing like Innity

Nothing like Innity is Light Installation composed of 5 huge Light Kaleidoscopes, 
each of them displaying a special arrangement created by different Light congurations. 
Their signicant size enhances the effect of the Kaleidoscope by giving us the impression 
of diving into this new dimension of shape and colour; a wormhole to a distant place in 
the universe.

From the outside, the Kaleidoscopes are as well covered with mirror plates, which 
makes them makes them rather invisible while at the same time displaying fragments of the real 
world in distorted congurations. This interesting game amplies our experience 
when we decide to look into the objects, and discover a new dimension.

As the play with Light happens inside the of Kaleidoscopes, the effect is also possible 
to be enjoyed during daytime, which is a very special feature for a Light Installation.

There is of course a Photo Kaleidoscope in the series, where people are invited to 
shoot portraits of themself inside of this world of innite facets. Everybody wants 
tto have their photo taken here, and it is a great hit for Social Media visibility.

The Kaleidoscopes are waterproof, really easy to install, require no maintenance 
and very little electricity. Operation with batteries is also possible in case there is 
no electricity available.

Photos, videos and more: http://www.circuslumineszenz.com/innity.html



TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

-The dimensions of each Kaleidoscope are 2,50 mts long, 50 cm wide, 50 cm high, with
90 cm high legs. 
-The surface where the objects will be installed has to be at least 6 meters x 6 meters, 
at, regular and levelled. It is possible to arrange the object in different ways and play
with this.
--The installation requires less than 600W of electrical supply.
-Illumination for the surrounding space can be as well provided by us if desired.

Set up - 1 days
Dismantle - 2 hours

Security supervision is required at all times, from the arrival of the material until the 
nal packing, unless the installation is mounted in a closed area.

Our team is composed of two people. We will require 2 single rooms during the whole 
duduration of the event, including set up and dismantle. Food is either provided by the 
organiser or has to be included in our calculations.


